02-11 to 02-15 Newsletter

Third Grade News / Curriculum
Reading: Reader, Scholastic News, National Geographic
Focus Skills: DLR: Sentence structure, spelling, syllabication,
adjectives, base words, abbreviations, combining sentences
context clues and correcting sentences.
Spelling Unit: Unit #22
Wordly Wise: Lesson 10 - continuing...

Math: Topic # 12 Fractions and Angle Measurement
● Mon.  Topic #12 and Angle measurement
● Tues. Topic #12 and Angle measurement
● Wed. Topic #12 and Angle measurement
● Thurs. Topic #12 and Angle measurement
● Fri. Topic #12 and Angle measurement

Science / Social Studies:
● Google Classroom: Assignments!!
○ Readworks:
○ Edpuzzle:
Social Studies/History:
● Daily Geography

Upcoming Events:
FEBRUARY
● Feb. 18th IN SCHOOL (make up for snow day)
MARCH 2019
● 11th - 15th Spring Break

http://mrbrantley.weebly.com/news-blog
Hello Parents,
I am looking ahead in February and there isn’t much on the calendar. We had a snow day Feb.
18th, but that was used. Oh well.
We have had a great full week! After the mess that was last week...a full week is both tiring, but
also great to get good work done!! All of our Purdue students were here on their days and more!
(Ms. VT came back for extra time on Friday to make up missed time). Ms. Bigelow was here
every day and we had some great stations!! The MinecraftEDU scavenger hunt has been a fun
experience...maybe a little harder than they expected, Kudo Game labs has been a wild
experience. Some have really taken a shine to creating worlds and programming characters.
Card Golf has been a fun time. I still don’t know which is the favorite station...they all seem to be
well liked! These stations have been a great experience and also a wonderful incentive for getting
work done and making sure everything is checked in a complete. (classroom version of a carrot)
Next week we continue with geometry and the measurement of angles, begin working with
decimals, money and more! As we roll through these concepts it’s great to see how the students
are enjoying applying the math skills they reviewed and learned last fall. Some are still struggling,
but now they see the actual application...not just the page pf problems!
It’s been a long full week. Have a great weekend and rest up for another busy but great week
ahead!!
Assignments page: https://sites.google.com/wl.k12.in.us/assignmentsrm35/home
BOOK PROJECTS:
5 projects due EACH grading period. That means 5 due by Dec. 20th. http://mrbrantley.weebly.com/book-projects.html
brantleyd@wl.k12.in.us

http://mrbrantley.weebly.com/
Mr. Brantley

(765) 464-3212

Spelling Unit# 23
Pretest Monday, Test Friday

1. friend

12. tired

2. night

13. Friday

3. thought

14. Saturday

4. does

15. pierced

5. again

16. horrible

6. said

17. jewelry

7. people

18. guard

8. believe

19. begin

9. tried

20. river

10. died

21. mountains

11. eight
Wordly Wise Lesson #11 New Words!!
***These words will NOT be on spelling,
but will be used for meaning and sentence creation***

diagram, frustrate, graduate, prank,
primary, risk, stress, urge, vacant, vigorous

